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Abstract—The continuous interest in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) has led to the development of several applications, from
traditional monitoring, to cooperative and distributed control and
management systems, to automated industrial machinery and
logistics. The design and optimization of specialized WSN plat-
forms and communication protocols typically relies on simulation
tools, which have been designed to explore and validate WSN
systems before actual implementation and real world deployment.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance and the accuracy of
mainstream open source simulation tools for WSNs on a realistic
multi-hop data passing benchmark which makes use of the Ad-
hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol. The
simulation results are then compared against measurements on a
physical prototype. Our experiments show that the tools produce
equivalent and consistent results from a functional point of view.
However, their ability to model details of the execution platform
and of the communication channel may significantly impact
the run-time simulation performance and the accuracy of the
simulation results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has steadily
increased in the last years, from the traditional monitor-
ing applications, to becoming the adopted infrastructure for
communication in buildings, open environments, smart grids,
and the industrial and factory floor [1]. Despite the many
research activities pursued at several academic and industrial
centers in this domain, many aspects related to architectures,
communication protocols and software layers are not yet
well defined and standardized [2]. In contrast to traditional
networks (e.g., TCP/IP), there are no common design patterns,
standard APIs and hardware solutions to be applied for all
possible applications. For instance, it is often the case that
a sensor network system is designed essentially from the
ground up, a situation that in turn requires an individual design
approach in order to satisfy a range of application specific de-
mands, especially regarding the communication strategies [3].
In addition, the wide choice of available non-standard MAC
and routing protocols complicates the design process even
more, making it difficult to choose the right solution that
best fits a particular system [4]. As a consequence, it is
essential to be able to explore and validate the various aspects
of a complex design space before proceeding to the actual
implementation and real world deployment.

One of the most widely used approach for the evaluation and
design exploration of WSN systems is simulation. Simulation

allows designers to automatically estimate the parameters of a
system, and can be employed when a prototype implementa-
tion is either unavailable or impractical [5]. Simulation tools
offer a diversified set of facilities to model, examine and
test aspects such as application algorithms, communication
protocols, cooperative network behavior, and power saving
techniques.

Each simulation tool is designed for a specific purpose and
has a different level of accuracy and suitability depending on
the target application. Therefore, it is essential to be aware
of the strengths and weaknesses of the available simulators, in
order to use them properly according to the purpose they were
designed for. Many studies and surveys on available WSN
simulation environments have been recently presented in the
literature [6], [7], [8]. These provide a general panoramic view
on the state of the art of WSN simulation tool-kits. However,
only a few of the published papers exhibit practical studies
and real test cases to explore and compare the accuracy and
the usability of the various tools [9], [10], [11].

In this paper, we present a practical comparative study of
a number of recent open source simulation tools for WSN
systems. We extend our previous work [12] to assess different
mainstream simulation environments with respect to the gen-
eral usability, run-time performance and model scalability, and
network model accuracy in terms of both network throughput
and latency using a realistic MAC and routing protocol layer.
We study the recent releases of the Castalia [13], MiXiM [14],
PASES [15], WSNet [16] and COOJA [17] simulators, due to
their popularity in the WSN simulation area, their complete-
ness and their level of current development support. All the
evaluated metrics mentioned above are obtained by means of
a benchmark application which was implemented natively and
equally in each of the studied tool-kits. The test case is a multi-
hopping data passing scenario where, in particular, we analyze
the performance of the Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector
Routing (AODV) protocol [18]. In addition to the simulators,
we compare the results to actual measurements obtained from
the execution of the same application running on a properly
configured deployment.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we review
related work, considering various flavors of WSN simulators,
and overview related reports and practical studies of various
simulation tools. Section III presents our evaluation criteria



and metrics, as well as the details of our test case application.
Information about the design process and the challenges of im-
plementing a set of equivalent benchmark models in different
tools and in a real deployment are considered in Section IV.
Section V presents and discusses the obtained results. Finally,
some conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we provide a broad overview of the available
simulation environments for both generic networked and WSN
applications, and we review the published studies on routing
protocols, especially regarding the AODV algorithm.

A. Simulation environments

The whole set of available simulators for WSNs might be
divided into three categories: the general purpose (generic)
network simulators, the network oriented and the sensor node
oriented frameworks, specially designed for simulation of
WSN applications.

The generic network simulators are intended to model con-
ventional networks such as the IEEE 802 family of LAN/MAN
systems. Such a category include: (i) NS-2 (Network Simulator
2) [19], which is one of the most popular general purpose
open source network simulators; it provides a broad variety of
simulation models for widely used IP network protocols (i.e.,
TCP/IP, routing and multi-casting protocols for conventional
wired and wireless networks); (ii) NS-3 tool (Network Sim-
ulator 3) [20], which includes models for the most popular
protocols including socket API, TCP/IP, IPv6, MANET rout-
ing, IEEE802.11, WiMAX, etc; (iii) OMNet++ [21], which
provides a deep analysis of network activities at the packet
layer, by means of modules and channels to implement and
connect simulation components.

The WSN network oriented tools focus on the network
aspects of WSN systems and typically offer highly realistic
and accurate models of the communication infrastructure.
The most related to our work are: (i) Castalia [13], which
is based on the OMNet++ framework; it includes accurate
radio physical (PHY) and communication models, as well as
customizable models of the most popular MAC and routing
protocols for WSN applications; (ii) MiXiM (Mixed Simula-
tor) [14], also based on OMNet++, provides detailed models
of the communication channel and the radio PHY layer, with
a high level of customization in terms of modulation types,
sensitivity, output signal power, radio hardware operating
states with power and timing parameters; (iii) PAWiS [22],
built on top of the OMNet++ framework, allows to model
both software components (e.g., software tasks, application,
routing and MAC protocols) and hardware components (e.g.,
CPU, timers, Analog-to-Digital Converter, radio transceiver):
(iv) WSNet [16], which offers a wide range of radio medium
models including a basic ideal physical layer with no interfer-
ence, no path-loss and a fix radio range, multiple frequencies,
complex antenna radiation patterns, etc; (v) PASES (Power
Aware Simulator for Embedded Systems) [15], [23], initially
designed for executing accurate power consumption estimation

for WSN hardware platforms, uses a flexible multilayer archi-
tecture which allows users to specify and assemble models
of HW/SW platforms from a set of predefined components
including CPU, timers, ADCs, Flash, USART, radios and other
models; its communication channel is relatively simpler than
the ones available in Castalia and MiXiM; (vi) Sense [24]
implements each sensor node as a collection of components
connected via unified input/output ports, and includes a wide
a range of MAC and routing protocols.

Despite the differences among the tool-kits in terms of
language, usability, and analyzed metrics, these environments
also share sufficient similarities, such as simulation input,
available models for the wireless channel, physical layer and
MAC level protocols, and so on, which make them amenable
to a performance and accuracy comparison.

Finally, as regards the sensor node simulators or emulators,
they provide simple lightweight communication models. These
tools are generally intended to validate and test platform
specific software on top of the virtual model of the target
hardware, thus they are often tied to a particular hardware
architecture. Such a category includes: (i) TOSSIM, which is
included in the TinyOS [25] framework; it provides a high
level of scalability and execution speed for networks with a
large number of sensor nodes, but it does not capture low-
level details of timing and interrupts, which can be impor-
tant for precise time-power analysis; moreover, the TOSSIM
simulation model is not extensible and it supports only the
Micaz hardware platform model; (ii) AVRORA [26], which
provides high scalability, like TOSSIM, but supports only AVR
MCU cores; (iii) COOJA/MSPSiM [17], which is a simulation
framework for the Contiki [27] sensor node operating system;
it provides support for the MSP430 microcontroller.

B. Routing protocols for WSN and available studies

The routing layer is an essential part of a communication
stack in the majority of networked systems, including, in par-
ticular, conventional networks and WSNs. This layer operates
on top of the MAC layer and is responsible for establishing
routes and delivering data via multiple gates or hops from a
source to a destination. Routing algorithms for WSNs differ
from routing in conventional networks in several ways (e.g.,
the support of dynamic networks, self-configuration, reliability
in hostile environments, energy efficiency, etc). Today, the
design of efficient routing protocols for WSN systems is an
intensive research area.

In our multi-hop scenario we consider the AODV algo-
rithm [18], which was initially designed for Mobile Ad-hoc
Networks (MANET) and then gained popularity in WSN
applications. For instance, AODV is one of the “standard”
routing algorithms for ZigBee networks. We should mention
that we did not find any reported simulation results on this
algorithm carried out in one of the tools included in our study.
However, various studies on AODV were conducted in the NS-
2 simulation environment [28], [29]. Perkins and Royer, the
authors of the AODV algorithm, presented an experimental
study [18] carried out in the PARSEC simulator [30]. This



work demonstrates the main features of the algorithm and
analyzes its performance in mobile networks. The obtained
results show the benefits of AODV in large-scale dynamic
networks (i.e., 1000 nodes) over its predecessors on which it is
partially based. Based on this work, we derived the simulation
metrics we used for our routing comparative analysis in differ-
ent tools. Chen et al. [28] presented NS-2 simulation results
of the AODV protocol running on top of the slotted IEEE
802.15.4 MAC algorithm [31]. The authors studied the routing
performance of the network with a moving sink under different
MAC settings and velocity of the nodes. Simulation results
included packet loss ratio, latency and energy consumption.

In recent years, a variety of WSN routing algorithms for
industrial applications were designed and presented in the
literature [29], [32], [33], [34]. In these cases, simulation
is used to tune the algorithm parameters before deployment.
In this sense, understanding the strengths and weaknesses of
different simulation environments is pivotal to the selection
of the most appropriate tool for design. The comparative
study presented in this paper is intended to help this selection
process.

III. COMPARATIVE STUDY

In this section we present the benchmark methods and the
application test case that we use to compare the AODV routing
protocol performance in different WSN simulation environ-
ments. We aim to uniformly implement AODV in each of the
investigated tool-kits and compare its behavior, although the
various tools are designed for different purposes. Therefore,
in this study we strive to make the environments functionally
similar and compare them by providing unified input models
to produce consistent simulation set-ups, topology, application
and communication models.We include five recent (January
2016) mainstream open source WSN simulation tool-kits: the
latest releases of the Castalia (version 3.0), MiXiM (version
2.3), WSnet, PASES, and COOJA. Our main objective is to
assess numerical performance values in different simulation
environments, and compare simulation outcomes with values
obtained in a real-world deployment. The following simulation
metrics are collected and evaluated:

• Run-time simulation performance; it is the time taken by
the tool to run a certain number of modeled units and
events.

• Routing layer efficiency; it is defined as the length of
the route (i.e., number of intermediate nodes - hops -
through which data packets passed from the sender to
the recipient), conceived as the the time to discover and
establish this route.

• Network throughput; it is the average rate of successfully
delivered packets over a communication channel.

• Network latency (delivery delay); it is defined as the
average time delay between sending data frames from
the application layer of the source node to its reception
at the application layer of the destination node. Along
with network throughput, packet delivery depends on a
number of parameters such as the application duty cycle,

the MAC protocol implementation, the RF channel (e.g.,
obstacles) and so on.

In the following sections we provide a further description
from the application scenario to the routing, MAC, PHY and
RF models.

A. Application scenario

The test case scenario is designed to evaluate and compare
communication stack and routing protocol performance in
the multi-hop communication model for all the simulation
tools included in this study. The modeled network topology
is distributed on a 40 by 60 meters indoor space, composed
by corridors at a building floor, according to the real-world
reference deployment shown in Figure 1 [35], [36]. This
deployment presents a centralized network topology for indoor
environmental monitoring. Currently it consists of 25 wireless
nodes continuously measuring various indoor conditions in-
cluding temperature, light, humidity, vibration and electrical
load. In the presented scenario we study network performance
for various numbers of traffic generator nodes (senders) that
forward data packets to the sink. Senders periodically broad-
cast packets with a constant bit rate (CBR) at 1 packet per
minute. In our study we evaluate 1, 2, 5, 10 and 24 CBR
nodes in the network.

Fig. 1: Network topology consisting of 25 nodes

B. Routing model

The multi-hop communication including route discovery,
path maintenance and message passing from senders to the
sink is handled by the AODV routing algorithm. This is a
reactive routing protocol that uses an on-demand approach
to find and establish routes among nodes. AODV initiates
route discovery whenever a data transfer is required, thus
avoiding the use of redundant memory to maintain unused
routes in routing tables. This algorithm tries to find the shortest
possible path that does not contain loops. AODV achieves
better performance when nodes have dynamic configurations.



However, in our study we do not consider nodes mobility as
well as power consumption aspects of the AODV protocol.
AODV consists of two routing phases called discovery and
maintenance. The discovery phase establishes the route from
source to destination based on query and reply procedures,
while intermediate nodes create routing table entries along the
path, as shown in Figure 2. Route discovery is initiated when
a source node (node 0 in Figure 2) wants to find a route to
a new destination (node 3 in Figure 2) or when the lifetime
of an existing route to a destination has expired. The process
is initiated by broadcasting a Route Request Message (RREQ)
to the neighbor nodes. The RREQ message contains several
important fields: the source, the destination, the lifespan of
the message (TTL) and a sequence number which acts as a
unique ID. The message keeps getting rebroadcast until either
a route is discovered or its TTL expires. If an intermediate
node knows the route to the destination, or if the destination
node is reached, a Route Reply Message (RREP) packet is
sent back to the source along the path.
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Fig. 2: Route discovery in AODV

The state of an established route includes an expiration
timer, which is used by AODV to invalidate a route after it
has not been used after a certain period of time. Optionally,
AODV utilizes HELLO messages for path maintenance and
discovery of its closest neighbors. Each node periodically
sends this message to update and notify neighbors about its
state information. The HELLO message contains fields such
as the known active routes (routing table), the geographical

location, and the residual battery level.

C. MAC model

All network transmissions in our scenario rely on an un-
slotted IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA algorithm [31] (see Fig-
ure 3). According to the IEEE standard, each network device
operates with a set of variables which define the boundaries
for carrier sense and back-off operations. NB is the number of
times the CSMA/CA algorithm is required to back-off while
attempting the current transmission; this value is initialized to
zero before each new transmission attempt. BE is the back-
off exponent, which is related to how many back-off periods a
device shall wait before attempting to assess the availability of
the channel [31]. Before each transmission, BE is initialized to
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Fig. 3: Un-slotted IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA algorithm

a defined value macMinBE. When a device starts to transmit
data, it initializes NB and BE, and waits for a random number
of back-off periods defined by BE. The duration of the back-
off period (backoff unit) is defined by a constant value held
in a variable aUnitBackoffPeriod. Subsequently, after back-off,
the node immediately performs a Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA) to check whether the medium is idle. If so, the data
is transmitted, otherwise the device increases both BE (up to
a maximum value) and NB, and backs off once again. This
procedure is repeated until either CCA reports idle and the
packet is transmitted, or NB exceeds the maximum allowed
number (MaxCSMABackoffs) of CSMA/CA back-offs. In the
latter case, a MAC error occurs and the current packet is
discarded from the node’s transmission queue.

The parameters for the MAC model have been set to the
default values specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, namely
MaxCSMABackoffs was set to 4, the BE boundaries values
macMinBE and macMaxBE were set to 3 and 5 respectively,
and aUnitBackoffPeriod was equal 0.96 milliseconds.



TABLE I: Case study settings summary

Network area, m x m 40× 60

Traffic type/rate (pkt/min) CBR/1
Network size (N ) 25
Number of senders 1, 2, 5, 10, 24
Data packet size (bytes) 64
Routing AODV
MAC IEEE802.15.4
PHY models NXP JN5148
RF output power/ -3dBm/-85dBm
receiver sensitivity
Communication channel log-normal shadowing
model η = 4.0, σ = 20

Sim time, sec 3600

For the sake of simplicity, the acknowledgments and any
handshaking algorithms (such as RTS-CTS) are not considered
in our model. For all transmissions, the packet size is fixed to
64 bytes (16 bytes for the MAC header and the rest for the
data payload). The sink node collects statistics on the total
number of successfully received packets and computes the
mean delivery latency by analyzing the timestamp included
into each packet.

D. Radio channel model

Along with the application, routing and the MAC models,
the settings of the radio propagation model have been carefully
chosen in order to provide identical communication environ-
ments among the studied tool-kits. We consider a propagation
model based on the log-distance path loss equation [37], which
is available in all the tools out of the box:

PLdB(d) = PLdB(d0) + 10η log10

(
d

d0

)
+Xσ,dB (1)

where d0 is the reference distance, η is the path loss expo-
nent that defines the rate at which the signal decays with
respect to the distance d, and Xσ,dB is a zero-mean Gaussian
random variable (in dB) with standard deviation σ. The last
term represents the signal shadowing effect that accounts for
dependencies of all environmental factors, such as static and
mobile obstacles and signal reflections.

A simple interference model is chosen in all tools to handle
signal collisions. In this model, packet collisions happen and
transmissions fail (packets are marked as invalid) every time
two or more nodes are concurrently transmitting within the
receiver range. In order to make simulated communication
model more realistic, we include properties of a real RF sub-
system utilized in the reference network, by assuming a NXP
JN5148 radio model for all the simulated nodes. The RF
systems are set to operate at a radio frequency of 2.4 GHz with
a data rate of 250 kbps, -3 dBm output power and -85 dBm
signal sensitivity. the network density and path length appear
to be a function of the network size, placement area and nodes
communication ranges. Table I summarizes the global settings
for the benchmark test case presented in this paper.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

All the tools in our study have many similarities regarding
architecture, design principles and simulation configuration.
They have an object-oriented architecture based on an event-
driven simulator engine implemented in C++ or, for COOJA,
in C and Java. Simulation configuration and network set-ups in
all environments are made by means of external configuration
and scripting files.

Castalia and MiXiM utilize OMNet++ based initialization
files (.ini and .ned formats). Inside the .ned files, the topology
of simulation modules can be defined as an interconnection
of simple components linked through channels and interfaces.
Additionally, .ned files hold default values for the module
external variables and constants. The .ini format files are used
to configure simulation scenarios. They typically include the
number of simulated nodes, node assigned locations, MAC
modules, simulation time and so on. Castalia also includes a
set of plain text files to configure power-timing properties of
the RF section, while MiXiM uses .ned files for this purpose.
Both WSNet and PASES employ XML configuration files
for the network and simulation set-ups. Additionally, PASES
offers Python scripting facilities for MAC and application
design as well as external Python files to hold energy-timing
values for hardware models. COOJA supports the creation of
the desired simulations by first indicating the radio medium to
be used, and then by instantiating the nodes and by compiling
their code, which was previously written in the C language.
Once the network parameters have been defined (e.g., area,
node number, topology), the simulation environment can be
stored in a .csc file, in order to save it for future usage. Note
that from the COOJA GUI, only the network configurations
can be set, while the node behavior has to be defined at
the Contiki code level; the file projec-conf.h contains all the
defined configurations for a specific node.

With the exception of COOJA, none of the other tools stud-
ied in this paper includes an AODV model implementation out
of the box. Thus, this protocol was designed from scratch and
then ported and tested on each tool. For the sake of simplicity,
we restricted the functionality of the original AODV [18].
Since the modeled topology and node configuration is static,
we do not include the path maintenance phase in our model.
Namely, HELLO messages and route expiration timeouts are
not implemented. We assume that all the nodes and routes
remain unchanged over simulation time. Additionally, only
destination nodes are allowed to generate RREP packets in
response to the RREQ during the route discovery procedure.
Due to the relative simplicity of the implemented algorithm
and the modular architecture of the studied tool-kits, we did
not encounter any considerable challenges while porting this
routing model into different tools.

Functionally equivalent version of the application, AODV
and MAC algorithms were implemented on the real reference
deployment. Figure 4 shows single NXP J5148-based node
utilized in the experiments. The sink node was connected to
a PC in order to profile the received packets and perform



the further analysis on throughput and latency. Code for
all 25 nodes was written in C on top of the NXP low-
level API which allows the application to access platform
specific functionality, such as radio CCA, timers, interrupts,
etc. Additional functionality was implemented for round-trip
time estimation between sink node and each sensor node.
This round-trip delay is profiled for an accurate timestamp
analysis and latency estimation. The core of the MAC model,

Fig. 4: NXP J5148 node

which is the CSMA algorithm (see Section III), has been
implemented in the studied tools. It involves radio module
CCA functionality and a single timer component in order
to process backoff periods. As mentioned in Section IV, for
the tools Castalia, MiXim, WSnet and PASES we selected
and set up the communication channel model based on the
log-normal shadowing models available in each of these tool
out of the box, while for COOJA the Multi-path Ray-tracer
Medium (MRM) propagation model is considered, due to
its capability of setting the proper parameters to simulate
the shadowing channel conditions. Further analysis revealed
that the differences in simulation results were caused mostly
by the differences in the implementation of communication
channel models in different tools. The results of the network
throughput study are reported in Section V.

V. RESULTS

Our evaluation is based on a series of simulations executed
to compare the mentioned tool-kits with respect to the metrics
discussed in Section III. All simulations were conducted on
a desktop PC equipped with an AMD Athlon 64 X2 5000+
2.6 GHz with 4GB of RAM running either Ubuntu 11.10 or
the Windows 7 Professional operating system. The simulations
were all set up to simulate 3600 seconds of virtual operating
time.

Figure 5 shows the obtained run-time performance in var-
ious tools. As expected, the run-time of all of them grows
almost linearly as both the number of senders and the number
of packets increase. The performance of the simulators is

faster than real time and a noticeable difference among the
tools emerges. In fact, the performance of PASES appears
to be the worst among all the studied tool-sets. The high
computation demands shown by PASES are explained by its
node-oriented architecture that captures the low-level features
of the underlying hardware models. That, in turn, leads to
an increased number of events and simulation overhead. The
MiXiM tool also exhibits relatively low run time performance.
We were unable to identify the actual reason for the poor
performance in MiXiM, and additional experiments would
be required to find performance bottlenecks in its simulation
algorithm. In contrast to the PASES and MiXiM tools, the
WSNet tool-kit is found as the fastest and most scalable
simulation environment among the ones compared. Castalia
and COOJA show run-time results comparable to WSNet,
making them also efficient tools for rapid WSN analysis.
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Fig. 5: Simulation performance

The AODV settings were uniformly configured as follows:
Route Discovery Timeout is 1000 milliseconds, packet TTL is
20 hops, routing header is 12 bytes long, nodes start up delay is
chosen randomly between 0 and 2 seconds. Simulation begins
with the route discovery procedures initiated by the traffic
generator nodes. Because the network configuration is static
and the route expiration timeout is disabled, this procedure
happens only once for each sender. Figure 6 shows the route
acquisition latency obtained in different tools. The established
paths are the same in all the tools, but the time taken to explore
these routes varies slightly among them. COOJA demonstrate
the lowest delay with respect to the other simulators, which
show similar performance (among them, WSNet shows the
highest level of discovery latency), due to its more accurate
channel model.

Upon successful completion of the discovery phase, the
senders start to generate unicast traffic directed to the cen-
tral node through the established paths. Figure 7 presents
the throughput obtained for different transmission rates and
network sizes. The network throughput is calculated as the
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total number of received packets at the sink side. The figure
also presents results obtained on the reference deployment
which is functionally equivalent to the modeled application.As
expected, the number of successfully delivered packets in both
simulations and reference deployment steadily increases with
the number of CBR nodes. However, the throughput measured
on the real test-bed is always higher than the throughput
obtained in each of the other simulations. It can be explained
by shorter AODV route paths (lower number of hops) due
to the specific indoor environment (i.e., long corridors that
behave like a waveguide for radio signal).
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The packet delivery latency is depicted in Figure 8. The
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Fig. 8: AODV packet delivery latency

latency is calculated as an average delivery delay between
the sink and sender nodes over simulation time. The delivery
delay increases with the number of CBR nodes in the network
due to the growing number of contending transmissions and
extended CSMA backoff time. In all the cases the real test-bed
demonstrates lower latency compared to the results obtained
in simulations. As for throughput results, it can be explained
by shorter AODV route paths and specific real-life radio
phenomena such as capturing effect, which is not modeled in
any of the simulation tools. All the tools exhibit predictable
and highly comparable results in terms of packet delivery
dynamics as well as routing layer functionality. As it was
revealed before, COOJA shows the lowest run time execution
efficiency with respect to the other simulators, which instead
present similar performance, again due to the higher accuracy
of its channel model.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a comparative study of five
open-source WSN simulation tool-kits based on a building en-
vironmental monitoring application that uses the AODV rout-
ing protocol. A multi-hop simulation scenario was designed
and equally implemented in each of the tools to assess and
compare them with respect to network performance, latency,
throughput, and routing layer efficiency. Additionally, simula-
tion results were compared with measured values obtained on
a real test bench. Despite the differences in simulation anal-
ysis, capabilities and available component models, the results
show the correctness of the benchmark methods adopted. The
obtained results proved the functional equivalence of the tools
and their applicability for multi-hop network modeling. At the
same time, differences in the ability of the tools to model
detailed node behavior greatly affect simulation performance.
While these extra capabilities were not used in our test case
scenario, a detailed node description is generally essential to



study aspects such as power consumption, or to accurately
estimate the utilization of the node computing platform. While
throughput is very consistent across the simulators, latency
has a wider variability. This is due mostly to differences in
the modeling of the communication channel. The differences
in simulations results and measurements obtained on the real
test bench are due to the limitations of the applied modeling
assumptions that do not address real-life phenomena such as
the waveguide effect in indoor communication environments.
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